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During the past decades liver transplantation has become a routine therapeutic
method for patients suffering from end-stage liver disease. The one-year patient survival
rate is nowadays very good and approximately 85%. Despite many achievements in
transplantation persistent donor organ shortage has remained a key problem and
transplantation waiting lists are still increasing. To date, most liver donors that are
included in the donor pool are deceased, brain dead donors or non-heart-beating donors
in the so-called ventilator switch off category. However, despite efforts to improve
allocation, donor awareness, surgical techniques and supportive management of liver
function, the donor pool remains limited. An expansion of the donor pool is, thus,
welcom. To increase the donor pool with potential organ donors that are older, more
marginal, or even derived from other non-heart-beating donors, it is necessary to
explore other ways to prevent deterioration of the graft during preservation.
Preservation is the main topic of the studies included in this thesis and is defined as
the time period necessary to bridge between liver donor and recipient. Since the early
days of organ transplantation hypothermia has been used to lower metabolism and
protect the graft. Hypothermia as such, however, is not sufficient to maintain organ
viability throughout preservation. As soon as the graft is cooled down the cold-ischemia
period starts. Injury induced by the cold must be counteracted with a special
preservation solution that can be routinely used to wash-out donor blood and store the
organ. To date, the golden standard in preservation has been static cold-storage in
University of Wisconsin cold-storage solution (UW). UW allows good quality preservation
of donor livers and prevents a significant deterioration of the liver allowing
transplantation. Although the use of UW has initially significantly advanced preservation
techniques, no further improvements have been gained since its first introduction in the
late 1980s. Also, some authors question whether further achievements can be obtained
using this method. To improve organ viability after transplantation, the question is
raised whether the conventional static cold-storage technique is able to comply with the
increasing demand for this method to cope with the quality of the donor organ, maintain
donor liver viability and sustain function following transplantation. 

In liver transplantation many transplant centers now accept older, marginal and even
non-heart-beating donor livers or they use split liver transplantation as a tool to
overcome the limited supply of donor organs. With extended criteria donor livers an
improvement in preservation is, however, mandatory to maintain organ viability and to
overcome donor, procurement and preservation related risk factors that will compromise
graft viability. In kidney preservation continuous hypothermic machine perfusion (HMP)
has been shown to result in a lower rate of delayed graft function and better kidney
function after transplantation. Even when less than optimal donor kidneys are used,
grafts  remain viable upon machine preservation and transplantation. For clinical liver
preservation it is still unknown if continuous HMP can improve post transplant liver
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function. Following the development of UW solution in the 80s, the switch to an
adequate mode of continuous hypothermic machine perfusion of the liver could be a
significant step forward in liver preservation and transplantation.

In the general introduction of this thesis (Chapter 1) the importance of effective
preservation of the liver is addressed and it is discussed why preservation is an
important phase for the outcome of liver transplantation. We have concentrated on an
improvement in preservation using HMP and aimed at inclusion of marginal donors and
maintaining or even prolonging preservation times. The advantages of HMP compared to
cold-storage are the continuous perfusion with preservation solution resulting in a
removal of hepatocyte waste products and supply of nutrients. Also, during HMP,
necessary medical interventions can be performed and liver function or injury can be
assessed during preservation in a non-invasive manner. To date, the only way to assess
organ quality is rather subjective and based on the appearance and color of the liver
surface. In addition to a better preservation, the use of HMP could be an important step
forward in predicting the chance of occurrence of primary-non(and never)-function and
prevent the transplantation of a non viable liver. 

In Chapter 2, the rationale of the studies that are presented in this thesis is
discussed. The specific aim of our research was to develop HMP for the liver in an easy
userfriendly light weight set-up. Since HMP is already applied for clinical kidney
preservation with good results, particular organ specific problems concerning liver
preservation has to be resolved as well. Machine preservation of the liver, however,
demands a different approach than with kidneys, since two afferent vessels, i.e. portal
vein and hepatic artery have to be considered for continuous perfusion. During the
experiments used to define the important components of liver HMP three important time
periods in the donation-transplantation time-path were kept in mind. These time periods
are donation and procurement, preservation, and reperfusion.

During the development of a new liver preservation technique we started with an
evaluated of the currently used cold-storage solutions. In Chapter 3, components of
several preservation solutions were reviewed. The preservation solution is considered one
of the crucial components for both cold-storage and machine preservation. Since the
solution itself is an important component in both cold-storage and HMP, it is obvious
that an understanding of the composition of preservation solutions is mandatory before
attempting to improve organ preservation. Pathophysiological aspects in cold
preservation as well as the currently used preservation solutions are discussed. We,
furthermore, reviewed recent attempts to improve organ preservation using newer
solutions or techniques. Over the last 20 years a number of methods and solutions have
been developed to preserve donor organs for transplantation. Collins et al first
introduced the simple cold-storage technique to store and transport kidneys up to 30 h.
The development of the University of Wisconsin organ preservation solution in 1986
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improved organ preservation and resulted in a better understanding in preservation
related injury. Since its introduction, several UW derived solutions have been tested and
important components for hypothermic preservation were identified. In this review
pathophysiological mechanisms in static hypothermic preserved organs are discussed
including hypothermia induced cell-swelling, compromised membrane function, ATP
usage, cellular acidosis and prevention of precursor formation of reactive oxygen species.
Counteracting these pathophysiological mechanisms can be divided in components
acting by two protective principles. The first is to create a physical environment,
minimizing cellular and interstitial edema formation. The second mechanism involves
biochemical active components that ideally enter the cell and remain effective during
reperfusion. Some preservation solutions currently in use are discussed, guided by these
two protective mechanisms. In respect to these principles in organ preservation, new
solutions and alternatives in preservation are discussed. Although CS solutions improved
organ viability, maintaining or even improving organ quality during preservation remains
a goal that is not achieved yet. Future advances in preservation might be found in donor
pre-treatment, cytoprotection, better organ procurement or the use of dynamic
preservation systems, HMP.

Despite the introduction of the University of Wisconsin organ preservation solution
the maximum preservation time of the liver is currently limited to 12-18 h. Factors
determining the effectiveness of preservation and liver outcome after transplantation
are a thorough wash-out of donor blood from the microvasculature, a rapid decrease in
liver core temperature and an equilibration between the intravascular preservation
solution and liver parenchyma. Nowadays, different opinions exist concerning the
efficacy of the component hydroxyethyl starch (HES) in UW. In Chapter 4 we were able
to show that the standard initial perfusion may not always result in an effective wash-
out of donor blood from the liver. This incomplete wash-out of donor blood could
compromise liver viability since equilibration of UW with liver parenchyma is incomplete
and does not result in an effective protection agains cold ischemia. HES showed to have
a crucial role in the initial wash-out of donor blood during organ procurement. To study
the efficacy of, and improve blood wash-out of the liver, three groups were compared
including low-pressure perfusion with UW (12 mmHg) which is the routine method in
clinical practice, high-pressure perfusion with UW (100 mmHg) and low pressure
perfusion with a modified UW solution in which hydroxyethyl starch was left out of the
preservation solution. After procurement rat livers were preserved in the original UW for
0, 24 or 48 h, followed by reperfusion in oxygenated Williams Medium E for 24 h at
37 °C. Histology results of the livers procured with UW at a low perfusion pressure
showed good morphology but demonstrated remaining erythrocytes as well. In addition,
this group showed high injury parameters and low ATP concentrations. No functional
differences, as assessed with the urea-synthesis-rate, were found. Both the high pressure
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group and the low pressure group using modified UW, showed better results. High-
pressure wash-out was a preferable method, since during procurement the warm ischemia
time remained short. We thus propose to use high-pressure UW perfusion for the initial
blood wash-out of the donor liver instead of the standard low-pressure wash-out with
UW during liver procurement. HES will probably result both in a more viscous solution
and in blood aggregates that may compromise effective perfusion at a low perfusion
pressure. We concluded that optimal liver procurement is performed using high perfusion
pressures. On the other hand, high pressures may, however, be injurious for the
microvasculature and will probably not be used frequently in clinical practice. Since the
modified UW solution showed acceptable procurement results as well, we studied how
modified UW affected the wash-out of donor blood. HES, in its 250 kDa form in UW, is
known to cause a relatively high viscosity which has been used to explain poor perfusion
during wash-out. In Chapter 4 we concluded that the initial wash-out procedure is an
important step towards effective liver preservation. 

Since HES is a known colloid causing high viscosity of the preservation solution we
discussed its properties in UW in Chapter 5. The study was performed to clarify why a
better liver wash-out was achieved when UW without HES was used instead of the
original UW solution. The specific aim of the study was to investigate the influence of
HES on viscosity, but also to study the aggregational qualities of HES at donor blood
cells. Viscosity was measured with a cone-plate rheometer. HES induced erythrocyte-
aggregation was studied using an optical aggregation-measuring device. The
experiments were performed with whole rat blood and whole rat blood in combination
with UW-solution or UWmod solution, i.e. UW without HES, at 4 °C at a ratio of 1:1. The
viscosity of blood at 4 °C was two times higher than at 37 °C, UW in combination
with blood at 4 °C was 1.3 times more viscous than blood at 37 °C; the combination of
UWmod at 4 °C and blood equalled the viscosity of blood at 37 °C. The combination of
UW and blood showed a 9 fold increased aggregation compared to whole blood. The
aggregates formed were larger than the diameter of the rat liver sinusoids. The
combination of whole blood and UWmod showed a decrease in aggregation compared to
blood itself. In addition, 130 kDa starch showed a decrease in aggregation as well and
was even lower than aggregation in UWmod. In conclusion, independent of the increased
viscosity, HES did cause erythrocyte aggregation. This finding is important for everyday
practice, since the size of these aggregates is larger than the diameter of sinusoids and
could possibly result in microvascular occlusion. We now postulate that initial wash-out
during human liver procurement could be optimized using a low molecular weight starch,
i.e. 130 kDa, to replace the original 250 kDa starch in UW. This study showed an
explanation why an improvement in liver viability was found with an initial wash-out of
donor blood using modified UW solution as it was previously shown in Chapter 4.

Having defined how to procure the rat liver and how HES influences procurement
results, we then made a step forward in the time-path between procurement and
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transplantation. In the biological mechanisms are discussed that might influence the
technical development of HMP. In a literature study we found that hypothermic machine
perfusion is beneficial compared to simple cold-storage, however, different set-ups and
components were described during HMP preservation. One of the components requiring
attention before its actual application in HMP preservation is the oxygenator. Until now,
the question has remained whether oxygenation is beneficial or possibly detrimental
during preservation, as oxygen is essential for energy resynthesis but also generates toxic
reactive oxygen species (ROS). To determine if oxygenation should be used during HMP a
liver slice study was performed using the urea-synthesis-rate, ATP and generation of ROS
as important parameters. Furthermore mRNA levels of the physiologically occurring
uncoupling protein 2 (UCP-2) were determined, as UCP-2 could be a protective mechanism
against ROS. Rat liver slices were preserved for 0, 24 and 48 h in UW with 0%, 21% or
95% oxygen at 0-4 °C and reperfused for 24 h. In the 0% and 95% groups an increase of
ROS was found in UW, after reperfusion only the 0% oxygen group showed higher levels.
The 0% group showed a lower urea-synthesis-rate as well. ATP levels demonstrated a
pattern that resembled the urea-synthesis-rate data. mRNA up-regulation of potentially
protective UCP-2 was not observed. In conclusion, oxygenation of UW solution resulted in
better preservation results. This study also showed that ROS formation does occur during
hypothermic preservation and that the liver is not protected by UCP-2. We conclude that
a continuous partial oxygen pressure matching the 21% oxygen group allows optimal
preservation results. Thus, during perfusion UW-MP saturation should remain at 21%
oxygen throughout the entire preservation period. Since we now know that oxygenation is
required with at least 21% oxygen and that high oxygen levels can be injurious but did
not affect liver function, we calculated the partial oxygen pressure that should be used
during cold perfusion. Our requirements were that the intact liver should be perfused with
UW-MP, saturated with at least 21% oxygen throughout the entire liver. This implied that
21% oxygen should be present in the peri-portal areas and also around the peripheral peri-
venular areas. Using Van ’t Hoffs law with a correction based on the composition of UW-
MP, and the use of the formula defined by Fujita et al calculating the liver metabolic rate
at a given temperature, we calculated that a minimal partial oxygen pressure of 55 kPa
(equivalent to 55% oxygen saturation) is required during HMP. Thus, the HMP apparatus
does need an oxygenator and oxygen cylinder, which can achieve a minimal partial oxygen
pressure of 55 kPa in the UW-MP solution. In addition, the occurrence of injurious
nitrogen air-embolisms, known from decompression disease or the occurrence of carbon
dioxide air-embolisms have to be prevented thus, we chose 100% oxygen for HMP
preservation. Although the use of 100% may result in an elevation of ROS levels during
preservation, it will lower the risk of injurious air-embolisms as well since 100% oxygen
air-embolisms are quickly resolved and harmless. 

To further study liver preservation with a solid intact organ instead of liver slices, we
re-defined the Isolated Perfused Liver (IPL) model. In Chapter 7 the development of the
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Isolated dual Perfused Liver model (IdPL) is described. The well known IPL-model is a
widely used and appreciated method to demonstrate liver viability and metabolism.
Reperfusion in the IPL is performed in a controlled setting, however, only untill now
perfusion via the portal vein was performed, neglecting perfusion of the arterial
branches to the bile ducts. To study transplant related questions concerning bile and
transport of bile, a new model was developed allowing in-vitro reperfusion via both
portal vein and hepatic artery: the in-vitro isolated dual perfused liver model. Livers
from Wistar rats were flushed with UW, procured and reperfused in either the
conventional IPL-model or the new IdPL-model. Liver injury, assessed by the release of
aspartate amino transferase and lactate dehydrogenase, showed lower levels during IdPL
reperfusion. The IdPL-model also showed 40% more bile production compared to
reperfusion in the IPL-model. The functional parameter, clearance of phenol red, was not
different between both groups. Increasing the reperfusion time beyond the normally
used 90 minutes resulted in a steep rise of injury parameters and decrease in functional
parameters. In conclusion, the IdPL-model improved liver viability, since more bile
production was observed, and the release of injury parameters were low. Reperfusion
time remained limited to 90 minutes. This redefinition of the IdPL-model allowed a
continuation in our research studying preservation and in-vitro reperfusion of the intact
liver. 

In Chapter 8, we combined our results concerning organ procurement, oxygenation
and  the development of the IdPL-model with known HMP parameters from the literature.
Intact livers were retrieved from the donor and preserved using HMP. We studied the
effects of HMP with or without oxygenation and compared these groups to livers
preserved with the standard cold-storage technique. As it is now known, static cold-
storage results in a deterioration of mitochondrial function and energy reserves and is
recognized as one of the limitations in organ preservation. It has been shown that
dynamic preservation (i.e. HMP), can improve organ function and ATP concentrations
after transplantation. It remains unclear, however, if an improvement in energy status
of the hepatic cells is due to the dynamic character of HMP or that it is due to supply
of oxygen to liver parenchyma. Furthermore, oxygenation of UW does not only improve
liver outcome after ischemia-reperfusion, it also induces generation of toxic reactive
oxygen species. The study aimed at refining the need for oxygenation of UW-MP since
oxygenation in the cold is not the only mechanism to induce a release of reactive oxygen
species. ROS can be generated due to shear-stress on the endothelial cell layers as well.
Thus, we focused on the beneficial and potentially detrimental effects of oxygenation
during HMP. This chapter in combination with Chapter 6 attempts to unravel both, the
effect of oxygen and the HMP associated shear-stress. Livers were preserved for: 0, 24
and 48 h using static cold-storage and 24 h using HMP with and without oxygenation.
All livers were reperfused in the IdPL model. Hepatocyte function of HMP preserved
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livers improved with the use of additional oxygenation, and was as good as 24 h CS
preserved livers, despite an increase in reactive oxygen species upon reperfusion.
Oxygenation resulted in a low arterial vascular resistance, a low release of intracellular
enzymes and a high tissue ATP content. Furthermore, we studied the integrity and
function of endothelial cells using immunohistochemistry and the uptake of
hyaluronic acid. The results showed that the rat specific endothelial cell antibody-1
(RECA-1) decreased during cold storage and HMP preservation. The functional
immunohistochemical marker endothelial nitric oxide synthase (eNOS) and the functional
biochemical marker hyaluronic acid, showed both similar results. In this study, we also
assessed mRNA levels of UCP-2 and found a significant increase in UCP-2 for HMP
preserved livers in an environment with a high partial oxygen pressure.
Immunohistochemistry did, however, not demonstrate an increase in UCP-2 staining. In
conclusion, oxygenation of UW-MP is necessary during continuous hypothermic machine
perfusion of the liver. Significant better results were seen with oxygenated HMP
compared to HMP without oxygenation. Although an increase was found in the
generation of ROS in livers preserved with oxygenated HMP, this increase had no effect
on liver function, extent of liver injury or morphology. Furthermore, the intrinsic
protective mitochondrial UCP-2 showed no short term protective respons to ROS release. 

Although others have claimed that HMP is beneficial compared to CS, we had to
conclude that hypothermic machine perfusion in the rat model results in an equal
protection against ischemic damage of the liver compared to cold-storage. Thus, the
current perfusion setting was not injurious, but neither did it improve liver function or
decrease injury. This is in contrast to studies using canine livers and prolonged cold-
ischemia. Previously we stated that the perfusion pressures used in clinical practice were
copied from kidney HMP preservation and showed good results for human kidney HMP at
50% of normal kidney circulation. These perfusion pressures, however, could have been
too high for cold liver perfusion. Thus, an important question remains: what are the
required perfusion pressures needed for optimal preservation, without invoking shear
stress induced endothelial injury? In Chapter 9 we focused on the perfusion pressure,
since the chosen perfusion pressure did not result in an improvement in liver
preservation and the originally chosen kidney perfusion pressures have not been
changed since their first use in the 60s. To study the minimal perfusion pressure needed
during HMP in liver we used the intra-vital microscopy technique. Rat livers were
preserved with UW-MP enriched with acridine orange (AO) to stain viable cells and
propidium iodide (PI) to detect dead cells. HMP was performed at perfusion pressures of
12.5%, 25% or 50% of physiological perfusion. Intravital fluorescence microscopy was
used to assess the percentage of total liver perfusion by measuring the percentage of AO
staining. After one hour the perfusion pressure of 12.5% showed 72% liver perfusion of
mainly zone one and zone three. The 25% and 50% groups showed complete perfusion.
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In the 12.5% group a significantly higher number of PI positive cells was found
compared to the 25% group showing 14.7 and 3.7 PI positive cells per ten fields at 200
times magnification, respectively. The 50% group demonstrated 11.2 PI positive
endothelial cells. 24 h preservation using the 25% group showed less PI positive cells
in comparison to 24 h CS, while 24 h HMP at 50% showed more PI positive cells. In
summary, for liver preservation using HMP, the 25% group demonstrated complete
perfusion with minimal endothelial injury and is the optimal HMP procedure. This study
indicated that fine-tuning of the perfusion pressure is crucial to balance (in)complete
perfusion and (undesired) endothelial injury of the liver. It, furthermore, confirms that
the previously used perfusion pressures were too high and that better HMP results can
be expected at a lower settings of the perfusion pressure. 

In Chapter 10 an overview is given concerning HMP preservation of the liver, briefly
discussing its goals and necessary components. The use of HMP for the liver is still in
an experimental stage and shows conflicting results in liver outcome after reperfusion.
Three important factors are the type of preservation solution, characteristics of
perfusion dynamics and oxygen supply. Reviewing hypothermic liver machine perfusion
experiments, the UW-MP solution appeared to be the solution most suitable for liver
preservation. We found that no conclusive answer can be given about the optimal
perfusion characteristics, since either perfusion pressure or perfusion flow has been
reported and both parameters are required to allow adequate comparison between
research groups. The best possible estimation is perfusion of the liver in a physiological
manner, i.e. pulsatile arterial perfusion and continuous portal venous perfusion. The
optimal requirements for liver perfusion were defined in collaborate studies between the
Surgery Research Laboratory and the department of BioMedical Engineering, division of
Artificial Organs, with a medical and technical approach of organ perfusion at low
temperatures, respectively. Our studies revealed that to prevent endothelial cell injury
in the liver, perfusion pressures have to be somewhat lower than perfusion pressures
used during HMP of kidneys. Oxygen supply is necessary to achieve optimal preservation
and the minimal amount of partial oxygen pressure required is inversely related to the
normalized flow. These characteristics have now been incorporated in a continuous
perfusion system which has been constructed to operate within the existing standard
surgical and organ sharing procedures, on a stand-alone basis for 24 h, and may allow
implementation into every day clinical practice.

New perspectives
The collaboration between the Departments of Surgery and BioMedical Engineering

have resulted in a new design for a hypothermic machine perfusion apparatus for
preservation. The concept of the design was based on criteria formulated by a joint panel
of medical doctors and (electro)technicians during discussions how to improve liver
preservation. We chose to build a HMP apparatus using existing commercially available
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components. Following our series of rodent experiments the design has been tested in
a pig model and is characterized by: hypothermia, UW-MP organ preservation solution,
oxygenation with 100% oxygen and perfusion pressures of 30/20 mmHg for the hepatic
artery and 4 mmHg for the portal vein. Pig livers were preserved for 24 h using the
prototype of this HMP-setup. The results showed that this new preservation method
operated within its parameters i.e. maintaining perfusion pressure, oxygen saturation
above 55%, i.e. 55 kPa, and hypothermia at 0-4 °C. The experiments also demonstrated
that the set-up remained sterile for 24 h, effectively flushed remaining donor blood out
of the hepatic vasculature and showed limited non-parenchymal cell injury and
negligible parenchymal cell injury using light microscopy and transmission electron
microscopy. A next step is transplantation of HMP preserved livers in a large laboratory
animal model which is currently being conducted. 

The specific aim of our research was to develop a HMP set-up for the liver, which
allows enlargement of the donor pool and lengthen the preservation time due to better
maintenance of donor liver viability. In the past years we have been able to define
important components in HMP preservation that resulted in a new and better description
of the HMP design. Although we could not show better liver outcome after in-vitro
reperfusion in the rat liver, we do feel that HMP remains an important development and
that the dynamic character of HMP allows improvements in cold preservation. A number
of aspects have to be clarified why we think that machine preservation is a better
technique than cold-storage. The first point is that the dynamic character of HMP allows
the use of non-invasive biomarkers to judge liver function or injury as early as during
the preservation period. Some have suggested to predict organ outcome after
transplantation, e.g: the release of lactate dehydrogenase in UW, the concentration of
fatty acid binding proteins or alpha-glutathion-s-transferase. These markers, however,
can not be measured in UW with a routine biochemical method and have not been
proven to predict liver viability yet. The question which biomarker should be used
remains thus unresolved. For kidney HMP vascular resistance has been used as an
indirect viability marker and it allows a rough prediction of kidney function upon
transplantation. The second aspect is that machine perfusion allows intervention to
improve preservation results. Guided by gradual or abrupt changes in the system’s
readout (vascular resistance, injury and/or viability markers) the clinician can decide to
intervene and use supportive medication. The third issue is the preservation solution
used during HMP. Improvements with existing solutions could be translated to machine
preservation using supplements such as vasoactive agents and antioxidants. We think
that perfusion preservation can show significantly better results compared to cold-
storage when a more appropriate preservation solution is used. Vasodilators and
antioxidants are additives that are effective components in cold oxygenated perfusion
and could improve the UW-MP solution significantly. 
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During our experiments we showed that HMP preservation is as good as cold-storage
but did not show an improvement in liver viability in the rat model. One of the possible
explanations that livers preserved with HMP did not show a better function or less injury
compared to livers preserved with cold-storage is that they were procured using the
high-pressure perfusion technique instead of the conventional (low-pressure) perfusion
technique. Blood wash-out was thoroughly performed and the single fact that optimal
initial blood wash-out could maintain livers viable was enough to prevent a significant
deterioration in viability during both cold-storage and HMP. Better wash-out improved
liver function and reduced cellular damage and could be the key to improving clinical
liver preservation. In rat, and unpublished pig liver experiments, we showed that the
conventional liver procurement technique did not allow complete wash-out of donor
blood. Thus, the beneficial effects of HMP, as for example shown by the groups of
Pienaar, Dutkowski, Yamamoto and Boudjema, could be interpreted as a successful
continuous, thorough and complete wash-out of donor blood that resulted in better
organ preservation. HMP could, therefore, have given the impression to be a better
preservation method, simply by improving donor blood wash-out. If that is indeed the
reason why some groups stated that HMP is a better method in liver preservation,
continuous HMP might be as effective as short term HMP preservation followed by the
conventional cold-storage technique.

In our experiments we have used normal and healthy rat livers and demonstrated that
an improvement in preservation can be reached simply by focussing on a better organ
wash-out of donor blood. The use of HMP after completing a thorough liver wash-out
did not show a further improvement in liver preservation. We do not expect further
improvements in the now developed technique (Figure 1) when it is used in combination
with standard UW-MP preservation solution. HMP in combination with an improved
preservation solution could, however, enhance liver viability with additional components
in the UW solution, or by replacing hydroxyethyl starch by a low molecular weight starch.
These alterations in the solutions could show a difference and improve machine
perfusion of the healthy rat liver. HMP is, however, not meant to preserve healthy livers
but is meant to improve preservation of marginal or non-heart-beating donor livers.
Although a new preservation solution should be applied, it is not available yet. HMP in
combination with UW-MP could still show a significant difference in these donor
categories, indicating that further studies should be initiated. Furthermore, additional
studies can now be done to show that the newly developed HMP technique can be used
in a large animal model or used for human discard livers to study if the defined rat livers
settings are identical for pig or human liver perfusion settings. In the coming years, our
efforts should, therefore, concentrate on both the preservation solution and the use of
marginal or non-heart-beating donors in combination with hypothermic machine
perfusion.
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Figure 1: Prototype of the new design for Hypothermic Machine Perfusion of the liver.

Since we now know that an improvement in liver preservation can be achieved with
a better wash-out of the donor organ, machine preservation remains to be important
tool to improve donor liver wash-out and thus preservation. The question is raised,
however, if continuous hypothermic machine perfusion is indeed the way to go to
improve liver preservation. An alternative for continuous hypothermic machine perfusion
is machine preservation during the first few hours of preservation, followed by static
cold-storage for the rest of the preservation period. This approach allows an automated
improvement in liver wash-out. Since wash-out could take several hours vasodilatation
can occur with a resulting thorough equilibration of the preservation solution with liver
tissue, and oxygenation of liver parenchyma in a time-period in which oxygen is most
needed. In addition to short term machine perfusion during the first hours of
preservation, HMP could also be used to bridge time between cold-storage and
reperfusion as a last resort to both gain and judge viability of the graft prior to
implantation. Short-term discontinuous hypothermic machine perfusion for procurement
and wash-out, to judge liver viability at the end of preservation, or for both wash-out
and assessment of liver viability, are potential improvements for everyday clinical liver
preservation.
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